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Learning Focus
This unit of work is designed to help teachers integrate
the Design, Creativity and Technology domain of the
Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS) into a study
of the Australian Goldfields. The unit is based around
three design briefs with tuning in and research activities.
Design Brief 1 Shelter on the Goldfields is aimed at Level
3 of the VELS while Design Brief 2 (Mining Problems) and
Design Brief 3 (Digital Display) are aimed at Level 4.
The teaching sequence involves students first building
model huts in response to a design brief and then taking
on the more difficult task of designing working models to
overcome common mining problems. In both tasks, they
may only use materials representing what was available
during the early years of the gold rush. The third design
brief involves creating a digital communication tool to
explain the models of huts and machinery. This task
places emphasis on analysing and evaluating. This activity
also covers standards from the Communication domain
at Level 4.
Teachers may choose to have all students undertake all
tasks or divide and conquer according to differing student
abilities and preferences. The latter approach not only
saves time and resources, but promotes personalised
learning by allowing student choice.
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Victorian Essential Learning Standards
Integrating Design, Creativity and Technology into a study of the Australian Gold Rushes

Strand

Victorian Essential Learning Standard

Activity

Investigating and
designing Level 3

‘students, individually and in teams, generate ideas
based on a design brief’ ‘students think ahead about
the order of their work and list basic steps to make the
product or system they have designed.’

Design Brief 1
Shelter on the Goldfields

‘They identify simple system components and common
materials and explain the properties that make them
suitable for use in products.’

Materials and Trades of the 1850s
Shelter on the Goldfields, Building
Materials and their Properties

‘students contribute to the development of design
briefs that include some limitations and specifications’
‘They … use words, labelled sketches and models to
demonstrate that they are aware of environmental
and social constraints.’

Design Brief 2
Mining Problems

Investigating and
designing Level 4

‘Individually and in teams, they use a range of
methods to research and collect data in response
to design briefs.’
		

Materials and Trades of the 1850s
Shelter on the Goldfields
Building Materials and Properties
Simple Machines

Producing Level 3

‘students are able to choose appropriate tools,
equipment and techniques to alter and combine
materials/ingredients and assemble system components.’

Design Brief 1
Shelter on the Goldfields

Producing Level 4

‘They use a range of measuring, marking joining/
combining to alter materials … and operate tools and
equipment competently, showing consideration of safety ...’

Design Brief 2
Mining Problems

Analysing and
evaluating Level 3

‘students test, evaluate and revise … describe what they
consider to be strengths and drawbacks of their product.
They consider how well a product or simple system
functions and/or how well it meets the intended purpose.’

Design Brief 1
Shelter on the Goldfields

Analysing and
evaluating Level 4

‘students reflect on their designs as they develop them
and use evaluation criteria, identified from design briefs,
to justify their design choices.’ ‘They describe the impact
products and technological systems have on people and
the environment.’

Design Brief 2
Mining Problems

Communication
Presenting Level 4

‘students summarise and organise ideas and information,
logically and clearly in a range of presentations. They
identify the features of an effective presentation and
adapt elements of their own presentations to reflect them.’

Design Brief 3
Digital Display

ICT, ICT for
Creating Level 4

‘Students safely and independently use a range of skills,
equipment and functions to process different data types
and produce suitably formatted products to suit different
purposes and audiences.’

Design Brief 3
Digital Display
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Dating Game
Instructions
Why are we doing this?
This is a fun way of making a timeline of inventions, discoveries and innovations.
Activity
Your teacher will give you a group of events and a group of dates. (Master 1)
n Place the events in chronological order. That means, work out which you think occurred first,
second, third etc. You will have to make some educated guesses to complete this task.
n Fill in this table:

Order of
Discovery in Time

Discovery, Invention
or Innovation

Why do you think this discovery came first,
second, last etc.? What clues or hints do you have?

First discovery

A middle discovery

Most recent discovery

n
n

Match the events to the dates. Ask your teacher for the answers after you have tried it yourself.
Select discoveries for the following awards and fill in the table:

Category

Invention

Your Reason

The most important invention
The most scientific discovery
The least important discovery
The most surprising date
The invention that has had the
greatest environmental impact
n
n

Draw a timeline to show these inventions. Highlight the goldrush era. (Note that Sovereign Hill
represents 1851 to around 1900.)
What is the difference between a discovery, an invention and an innovation? After you have discussed this, place
your discovery cards into three piles according to whether they are a discovery, an invention or an innovation.
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The Dating Game (MASTER 1)
(Teacher’s note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)

First pendulum clock

1656

First flushing toilet

1707

George Stephenson’s steam engine
pulled the first carriages in Britain

1825

Slow fuse first used for blasting

1831

Charles Goodyear invented the
process for vulcanising rubber

1839

Samuel Morse transmitted the
first telegraph message

1844

Ether first used as an anaesthetic

1846

Singer invented sewing machine

1851

Cobb & Co. began taking passengers
to the Australian goldfields

1854
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The Dating Game (MASTER 1)
(Teacher’s note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)

First railway operated in Melbourne

1854

First oil well drilled in America

1859

Typewriter invented

1873

Levi made the first jeans

1873

First electric lamp

1878

First patent for an electric iron

1882

Zips invented

1893

First electric refrigerator

1895

First teddy bear

1902

First Bandaid

1920

First television

1926

First ballpoint pen

1945
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Materials and Trades of the 1850s
Why are we doing this?
The materials that we use in everyday life are constantly changing. This task will show you what materials were available
in the 1850s, where they came from, what trades worked them and what products they were used in.
Activity
Your teacher will give you copies of Masters 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
n Raw materials came from the earth, sometimes mined and sometimes grown. (Which of the master sheets
shows raw materials?) These raw materials often had to be processed to be ready for use by the tradesmen.
This is called primary processing. The tradesmen then manipulated the processed materials to make the finished
products. This is secondary processing.
n Your task is to cut and paste the pictures into their correct order. You might use these headings:

Raw Material

Processed Material

Trade

Finished Product		

Comment

n

Tradesmen used a range of processes to change materials into the new product. Some examples are heating,
moulding, hammering, shaving, weaving, sewing, nailing, glueing, spinning, cutting, mixing, pounding, cooking,
grinding, kneading, painting, turning, bending, rolling and firing. Can you think of any others? Use these terms as
labels on your diagram to show the processes used by each trade to make the finished products.

n

Use the last column to comment on why the material used was best for each finished product. For example,
why was wood best for making wheels and iron best for horseshoes?

n

Give your diagram a suitable title.

n

Are there any 1850s materials that are not used in modern times? Why not?

n

How many of the trades are called ‘smiths’? Look up the dictionary to find out what a ‘smith’ is.

n

Which of these trades do not exist in modern times? What trade or job has replaced them? Why have
they been replaced? Make up a table like the one below to show your answers.

1850s Trade

Modern Job

Why has it changed?

Extension Activity
Find out about one of the old trades. What products were made? How long was the apprenticeship? What skills were
involved? How important was it to society?
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Materials and Trades of the 1850s (MASTER 2.1)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)

Gum Tree

Ear of Wheat

Tin Ore

Cow

Cotton Plant Flower

Iron Ore

Gold Nugget

Sheep
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Materials and Trades of the 1850s (MASTER 2.2)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)

Barrels of Tallow

Log of Wood

Bolt of Canvas

Bar of Processed Iron

Ingot of Gold

Stick of Tin

Bag of Flour

Leather Hide
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Materials and Trades of the 1850s (MASTER 2.3)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)

Leather Saddle

Tent

Gold Pan

Wooden Coach Wheel

Gold Brooch

Loaf of Bread

Horse Shoe

Candle
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Materials and Trades of the 1850s (MASTER 2.4)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)

Yarrowee Soap & Candle Works

William Proctor, Coachbuilder

Dilges’ Blacksmith’s Shop

Hope Bakery

Clarke Bros. Tinsmiths

Rees and Benjamin, Jeweller

T. Murphy California Tent Maker

Glasgow Saddlery
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Shelter on the Goldfields
For the Teacher
Materials
Calico (canvas), small pieces of pine, bark, small sticks, string (rope) and clay
Tools
Small wood saws, scissors, warm glue guns, rulers and pencils
Hints
1 At Level 3, most instructions may need to be read and discussed thoroughly.
2 Triangles make structures stronger.
3 Evaluating should be undertaken as a whole class.

The Problem
You have just arrived on the goldfields. It is late Autumn and Winter is fast approaching with its cold, windy weather.
Design and make a model hut that will keep you and your family warm through the cold winter months. You will only be
able to use materials readily available in the bush. You may have brought a large piece of canvas and some rope with you.
Things to Consider
n How will you make the dwelling stay up? How will you stop it blowing away in a strong wind?
n Will it be warm in Winter and cool in Summer? How will you keep the rain out?
Investigating
Complete Investigation 1.1 Housing on the Goldfields
Complete Investigation 1.2 Building Materials and their Properties
Visit Sovereign Hill and visit the Diggings.
Designing
1 Draw a plan of your hut, labelling the materials you will use. Be ready to explain why you chose those materials.
2 Write a list of jobs to do to build your model.
3 List the tools you will need.
Evaluating
Test your model hut for warmth and for wind and water resistance. You will need your teacher to help!
1 Put a light globe outside your hut and use a thermometer to take temperature measurements inside
over time to test for insulation.
2 Put your tent a measured distance from a fan and make notes on how it survives when the fan
is on low, medium and high.
3 Put a tissue inside your hut and then simulate a shower (water through a tea strainer),
rain (water through a colander) and a storm (water through a watering can). Observe and
comment on the state of the tissue after each test.
4 What materials would you use next time?
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Shelter on the Goldfields (INVESTIGATION 1)
Why are we doing this?
In this activity, you will investigate the materials and techniques used in the first shelters on the diggings. Later you
might be asked to build a model.
Activity
n The next page contains information about the buildings on the diggings at Sovereign Hill,
but it is all mixed up. Sort it out. Use the headings below to help.
n Put the paragraphs in the correct order. Add the drawings with their correct captions.

Headings
Introduction, Canvas, Wood, Bark, Mud, Frames
Picture Captions
Slabs were used for the walls and bark for the roof of a slab hut.
Bark walls and a canvas roof were used for a digger’s hut. Note how the roof is held down.
An adze was used for shaping slabs.
Hurdles built out of flexible sticks were covered in mud to make ‘wattle-and-daub’ walls.
A sapling frame Notice the ‘A-frame’ and the triangular shapes.
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Shelter on the Goldfields (MASTER 3)
Many of the early huts on the diggings had canvas roofs with the walls, doors and chimneys
made of other materials. This meant that the diggers could easily pack up and move to another
goldfield to try their luck.
Timber could be used just as bare logs or it could be split using wedges to make square ‘slabs’.
Sometimes an adze was used to chip away at the slabs to shape them or to make them smoother.
Roofs were sometimes made of bark, supported by a frame of logs on top. Bark was easy
to find in the bush in the early days.
Saplings, or thin branches, were often used to make the frame of a hut. The roof was nearly
always constructed in an ‘A frame’ shape or on an angle to encourage rain water to run off.
When the diggers first arrived, they had to make do with the materials that were available in the
bush. This included gum trees, logs, mud, bark and wattle. Quite often, they also brought a large
roll of canvas and, sometimes, some leather or rope was used.
In Summer, the diggers could probably survive in tents, but Winter brought rain and cold weather.
Inside fireplaces with chimneys became necessary. Wattle-and-daub, mud bricks or rocks were used.
Mud bricks could be made by mixing suitable types of mud and placing it into a square mould
(often made of wood) to dry. Grass was usually added to help tie or bind the brick together.
Wattle-and-daub was another common technique used. Weaving flexible sticks in and out of stronger
upright sticks made hurdles. Mud was then applied onto this structure. When dried, it made a sound,
strong wall. As it was also fire resistant, wattle-and-daub was often used in the building of chimneys.
Nails were hard to come by, as they had to be made by a blacksmith. Many builders did without them,
using leather ties or wooden pegs. When wooden pegs were used, holes had to be drilled with a big
hand drill called an auger.
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Building Materials and their Properties (INVESTIGATION 1)
Why are we doing this?
This activity is designed to help you make decisions about which materials might be best
for your diggings shelter.
Activity
n Collect as many building materials as possible. Remember, you can only use what was available
to the first diggers arriving on the diggings. This might include canvas, rope, leather, mud, bark,
wood, leaves, branches etc. You may even wish to make mud bricks or wattle-and-daub hurdles.

Building Materials Evaluation
Name of Material:

Draw what it looks like up close.

Is the material ...
Hard
Strong
Heavy
Waterproof
Rare

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Soft
Weak
Light
Absorbent
Common

This material would be good for …
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Assessment Rubric
Design Brief 1. Shelter on the Goldfields
Dimension

Victorian Essential
Learning Standard

H

Investigating
and designing
Level 3

‘students, individually
Student ideas do not
or in teams, generate
relate to the design
ideas based on a
brief.
design brief.’		
			

HH

HHH

Student ideas relate to Student ideas cover
the design brief but do all Things to Consider.
not fully take into		
account the Things
to Consider.

‘students think ahead
about the order of their
work and list basic
steps to make the
product or system
they have designed.’

Students do not plan
their work well. They
cannot identify the
steps needed to
complete the product.

Students list some
steps needed to
complete the product
but not all.

Students plan and
order all the steps
needed to complete
their construction.

‘They identify simple
system components
and common materials
and explain the
properties that make
them suitable for use
in products.’

Students find it difficult
to complete Building
Materials and their
Properties and cannot
choose suitable
materials for their
design.

Students complete
Building Materials and
their Properties but do
not transfer these ideas
in deciding what
materials to use for
their design.

Students complete
Building Materials and
their Properties and
use the ideas to
explain what materials
are most suitable
for their design.

Producing
Level 3

‘students are able to
choose appropriate
tools, equipment and
techniques to alter and
combine materials and
assemble system
components.’

Students cannot decide
what tools and
equipment and
techniques are
appropriate to build
their design.

Students need some
help to decide what
tools, equipment and
techniques are
appropriate to build
their design.

Students successfully
choose appropriate
tools, equipment and
techniques to finish
their design.

Analysing and
evaluating
Level 3

‘students test, evaluate Students cannot refer
Students can refer to
and revise … describe
to the evaluation tests some of the evaluation
what they consider to
completed and cannot tests completed to
be strengths and
explain strengths and
explain strengths and
drawbacks of their
weaknesses of different weaknesses of different
product. They consider designs in terms of
designs in terms of
how well a product or
the design brief.
the design brief.
simple system functions 			
and/or how well it meets
its intended purpose.’

Students can refer to
the evaluation tests
completed to explain
strengths and
weaknesses of
different designs in
terms of the design
brief.
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Design Brief 2. Mining Problems
For the Teacher
Materials
include timber, sticks, canvas or calico, leather (or rubber inner tube to represent it),
string (for rope), rocks and bark. A spring balance is good for evaluation (picture below).
Tools
wood saws, scissors, pencils, rulers. Using a glue gun will make the task less realistic but easier.
Hints
1 At Level 4 students might be able to suggest appropriate materials they need.
2 An A4 cardboard sheet is good for a base on which to construct the model and restricts the size.

The Problem
As you are mining, you come across one of the problems listed below. You must build a working
model to solve your problem. The model should give you a mechanical advantage.
1 Your mine is getting deep and it is impossible to throw the dirt out. What system will you use to get it out?
2 Water is becoming a huge problem. How will you get it out of your shaft?
3 You need to get water to your mine. How will you get it across the valley?
4 There is foul air in your mine shaft. How will you get clean air into it?
Things to Consider
n Unfortunately, there are no factories or foundries, so you can only use materials readily available in the
local area. This might include timber, sticks, canvas or calico, leather (or rubber inner tube to represent
it), string (for rope), rocks and bark. Using a glue gun will make the task less realistic but easier.
n

Will this machine help you to do the same amount of work with less effort or more work with the same
effort? How many people will you need to work the machine? Would it be cheaper to use a horse?
Can you divide the task into inputs, processes and outputs?

Investigating
Complete Investigation 2.1 Simple Machines
Complete Investigation 2.2 Mining Machines.
Visit the Red Hill Gully Diggings at Sovereign Hill to get ideas.
Evaluating
1 Test your model to see if there is any mechanical advantage. (Note: This activity is only
suitable for solutions that require human effort to work the machine.) You will need a
spring balance. Weigh the material you are shifting, for example, the water or the dirt.
Now measure the pressure you have to use on your machine. Connect the spring balance
to the handle or mechanism and pull to see how much effort it takes for your machine
to do the same job. Divide the weight of the object by the pressure required to work
the machine. This is the mechanical advantage.
2 Write a short advertisement explaining how your machine saves time, resources (eg. people)
and minimises waste. Include a warning about possible environmental damage
your machine might cause.
3 Demonstrate your machine to your classmates explaining any simple machines involved.

Spring Balance
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Simple Machines (INVESTIGATION 2.1)
Why are we doing this?
Even the most complex machines are made up of a number of what are known as ‘simple machines’.
If you understand how the simple machines work, you will also understand how more complex machines work.
Activity
n Read through What you need to know below.
n Match, then cut and paste the pictures and descriptions of simple machines on Masters 4, 5, 6, & 7.
n If there is a lever involved, identify which class of lever it is and label the picture. Identify and label
any wheels or inclined planes.
n Where possible, identify and label the type of motion.
n Can you identify which ones are technically wrong?

What you need to know
(This information comes from Brian Ramsey of the Technology Education Association of Victoria.)
Simple Machines
Machines are used to help us extend our ability to do work. They do this by:
1 Converting one form of energy to another. (A steam engine converts heat energy into mechanical energy.)
2 Converting a small force into a larger one. This gives us a mechanical advantage.
3 Converting one type of motion into another (The rotary or round motion of the handle on a windlass
is changed to a linear or vertical motion that raises or lowers buckets.)
Three Types of Simple Machines
Inclined Planes: Most people know from experience that it is
easier to move an object to a higher level by using a ramp rather
than lifting it. The ramp is an inclined plane. Stairways are another
example of an inclined plane. The greater the angle of the
inclined plane, the more force is needed to push the object
up the slope.

Wheel and Axle: The wheel is a very important machine. There
are wheels that turn on a fixed axle like the front wheel of a bicycle,
but this is not the machine we are talking about. To get mechanical
advantage, the wheel must be fixed to the axle as seen in these
drawings. You can think of the wheel and axle as a series of levers
– the larger the diameter of the wheel in relation to that of the axle,
the smaller the effort to move the load. Sometimes, the wheel
is hard to recognise (as seen in the diagram).

EFFORT

LOAD
EFFORT

LOAD
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The Lever: A lever is a stiff or rigid rod that pivots about a point called a fulcrum.
The diagram below shows a lever in use.

There are different types of levers and they are classed by the relative position of the effort, load and fulcrum.
Class 1 levers have the fulcrum between the effort and the load.
Class 2 levers have the load between the fulcrum and the effort.
Class 3 levers have the effort between the fulcrum and the load.

EFFORT

EFFORT

FULCRUM

EFFORT

FULCRUM
LOAD

Class 1

FULCRUM
LOAD

Class 2

LOAD

Class 3

Types of Movement
Linear Motion
Movement in a straight line in
one direction only.
Reciprocating Motion
Continuous movement backwards
and forwards in a straight line.
Rotary Motion
Circular movement.

Oscillating Motion
Movement backwards and
forwards in an arc (part of a circle).
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Simple Machines (MASTER 4)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match with the pictures.)

Uses four wheels, two
axles and a lever to move
large groups of people.

Uses a lever
to open and
shut doors.

Uses one inclined
plane to alter the shape
of wood.

Uses two levers connected
to a wheel on an axle to
move heavy things.

Uses a lever to spread
soft food and an inclined
plane to cut.

Uses an inclined plane
twisted around a shaft to
remove corks.

Uses a series
of inclined planes
to cut wood.

Uses a lever and an
inclined plane to chop
wood.
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Simple Machines Pictures (MASTER 5)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)
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Harder Simple Machines (MASTER 6)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match with the pictures.)

Uses two
levers and two
inclined planes.

Uses gear wheels.

Uses two
inclined planes.

Uses an inclined
plane and a lever.

Uses two wheels.

Uses wheels, pulleys
and a lever.

Uses one inclined plane.

Uses a weighted lever.
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Harder Simple Machine Pictures (MASTER 7)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)
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Teacher Solutions:
Simple machines

Uses four wheels, two axles and a lever to move
large groups of people.

Uses a lever to spread soft food and an inclined
plane to cut.

Uses one inclined plane to alter the shape of wood.

Uses an inclined plane twisted around a shaft
to remove corks.

Uses a series of inclined planes to cut wood.

Uses a lever and an inclined plane to chop wood.

Uses a lever to open and shut doors.

Uses two levers connected to a wheel on an axle
to move heavy things.
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Teacher Solutions:
Harder Simple Machines

Uses one inclined plane. (Technically wrong as
a plane is usually flat.)

Uses two inclined planes.

Uses a weighted lever.

Uses two levers and two inclined planes.

Uses an inclined plane and a lever.

Uses gear wheels

Uses wheels, pulleys and a lever.

Uses two wheels.
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Mining Machines (INVESTIGATION 2.2)
Why are we doing this?
The early miners had to make do with the materials they had readily available. Later on, the
technology became more sophisticated with the introduction of steam power and foundries
to produce machines of steel and iron. These activities will help you understand the processes
used to get gold and the role of each machine.
Task 1
n Cut and paste the pictures and match the captions on Master 8.
n

Organise them chronologically eg. first, second, third etc.
Which materials were most popular in the early days? Can you explain why?

The mining that took place in Ballarat can be classified into three types:
• Surface Alluvial Mining involved shallow digging looking for surface gold in the clay or the gravel.
• Deep Lead Mining involved much deeper mines looking for gold hidden in ancient buried rivers.
		 Water and bad air were a problem in these mines and the diggers had to work out a way
		 of lifting the washdirt up to the surface.
• Quartz Mining was in very deep mines, often owned by mining companies with enough
		 money to buy expensive machinery. The quartz was mined and then it had to be crushed
		 and the gold taken out.
Label each of the drawings with the type of mining you think it was involved in.
n

n

Label any levers, wheels or inclined planes you can see.
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Mining Machines (MASTER 8.1)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match with the pictures.)

The horse-drawn WHIM is
used to haul large buckets
up and down deep shafts.

A BATTERY is used
to crush
gold-bearing quartz.

The BOILERS are
wood-fired to provide
steam to work the surface
plant engines.

A WINDLASS is used
to haul buckets
from a shaft.

A CALIFORNIAN PUMP
is used to lift water from
the creek to a nearby
puddling machine.

A WINDSAIL brings
fresh air into a shaft.

A PUDDLING MACHINE stirs
up gold-bearing gravel to
get rid of the clay, which is
washed away in the water.
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Mining Machines: Pictures (MASTER 8.2)
(Teacher’s Note: Photocopy and cut these up for students to sort and match.)
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Assessment Rubric
Design Brief 2. Mining Problems

H

HH

HHH

The design shows
some understanding of
of the Things to
Consider and some
comprehension of
simple machines and
environmental
constraints.

Team designs show
a deep understanding
of all the Things to
Consider. Diagram
labels correctly
identify simple
machines and
environmental issues.

Individually, and in
groups, they use a
range of methods to
research and collect
data in response to the
design brief.
		

The team does not
The team successfully
successfully complete completes parts of
Investigations 2.1 and 2.2 Investigations 2.1 and
and does not make
2.2 and makes some
comprehensive notes
notes on a visit to the
on a visit to the Red
Red Hill Gully Diggings.
Hill Gully Diggings.		

The team successfully
completes Investigations
2.1 and 2.2 and makes
comprehensive notes
on a visit to the Red
Hill Gully Diggings.

Producing
Level 4

‘They use a range of
joining/combining to alter
materials … and measuring,
marking operate tools and
equipment competently,
showing consideration
of safety.’

The team does not use
rulers and pencils to
measure and mark and
shows little awareness
of safety when operating
saws and hot glue guns
to complete their model.

The team uses rulers
and pencils to
measure and mark
and safely operates
saws and hot glue
guns to complete
their model.

Analysing
and evaluating
Level 4

‘students reflect on their
designs as they develop
them and use evaluation
criteria, identified from
design briefs to justify
their design choices.’ ‘They
describe the impact
products and technological
systems have on people
and the environment.’

The team cannot
The team can either
demonstrate any
demonstrate any
mechanical advantage mechanical advantage
of their model and
of their model or 2.
cannot explain any
explain any simple
simple machine
machine components.
components. Their
Their advertisement
advertisement does not does not discuss
discuss environmental environmental impacts.
impacts.		

Dimension

Victorian Essential
Learning Standard

Investigating
and designing
Level 4

‘students contribute to the The design does not
development of design take into account the
briefs that include some Things to Consider.
limitations and
Little understanding of
specifications’ ‘They … simple machines is
use words, labelled
shown in diagrams.
sketches and models to		
demonstrate that they are		
aware of environmental
and social constraints.’

Communication ‘students summarise and The team does not make
Presenting
organise ideas and
an effective advertisement
Level 4
information, logically and to sell their machine and
clearly in a range of
their class presentation
presentations. They identify does not effectively
the features of an effective explain their machine.
presentation and adapt 		
elements of their own
presentations to reflect
them.’

The team does not use
rulers and pencils to
measure and mark but
safely operates saws
and hot glue guns to
complete their model
(or visa versa).

The team either makes
an effective advertisement
to sell their machine or
makes an effective
class presentation of
the mechanics of their
machine.

The team can
demonstrate any
mechanical
advantage of their
model and can
explain any simple
machine components.
Their advertisement
warns of negative
environmental impacts.
The team makes an
effective advertisement
to sell their machine
and an effective class
presentation of the
mechanics of their
machine.
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Design Brief 3. Digital Display
The Problem
You are a team member on the Virtual Museum Information Project. You are going to put your class’s
huts and machines on electronic display (on computers) for the rest of the school. But these models
do not tell the whole story. What information do your viewers want? How will you inform your viewers?
You must design and make an electronic information system to inform your viewers about living and
mining on the early goldfields.
Things to Consider
n Decide what sort of people are going to view your virtual exhibition. What do they need to know?
Plan what information you will need to convey.
n Work out your message or story. It is often good to have a major theme e.g. The diggers of the
1850s were an inventive lot. You should take your viewers on a journey so make sure your
presentation has a beginning, middle and end.
n How will you present your information? Will it be a PowerPoint talk, an independent movie
(Movie Maker or Photostory) or some other suitable electronic program.
n What equipment will you need?
Investigating
n Look up virtual museums on the Internet. Try the Gold 150 site:
http://www.ballarat.edu.au/external/sovhill/gold150/sovhill.htm
n Investigate different software programs that might be suitable e.g.
PowerPoint, Movie Maker, Photostory, html etc.
Designing
n Present plans for two proposals to your teacher. Make sure you outline what information
you wish to convey, the method you will use to convey it and the hardware and software
you will need. Explain which proposal you like the best.
n Design a short advertisement explaining your digital display and inviting your intended
audiences eg. parents or Year 3.
Evaluation
1 Write up a questionnaire asking visitors which parts they enjoyed the most.
2 Write a short quiz to evaluate how much your viewers remember of your exhibit.
3 Present a report to your class explaining how well your museum information project
went. Use the answers to your questionnaire or quiz as evidence to explain your ideas.
Explain any improvements you would make next time.

Teacher Note / Extension
A group of students or an individual may wish to make a digital display entitled Our
Learning Journey. This requires taking photos or movies of all the work undertaken
by the class and putting together a celebration of the learning that has taken place.
The main task might be to locate and record those times when real learning is taking place.
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Assessment Rubric
Design Brief 3. Digital Display
Dimension

Victorian Essential
Learning Standard

Communication ‘students summarise
Presenting
and organise ideas and
Level 4
information, logically
and clearly in a range
range of presentations.
They identify the
features of an effective
presentation and adapt
elements of their own
presentations to reflect
them.’
		
		
ICT Level 4
ICT for
Creating

H

HH

The team does one of the The team does two of the
following effectively ... following effectively ...
1. has a message or
1. has a message or
story relevant to their
story relevant to their
audience.
audience.
2. organises information 2. organises information
with a beginning,
with a beginning, middle
middle and end to
and end to communicate
communicate their
their message.
message.
3. chooses software
3. chooses software
appropriate to their
appropriate to their
purpose and audience.
purpose and audience.		

‘Students safely and
The team needs
The team safely and
independently use
constant supervision
independently uses
a range of skills to
to safely use cameras, cameras, audio
process different
audio equipment,
equipment, word
equipment and functions, word processing and
processing and
to process different
software to produce
software to produce
data types and produce a digital display.
a digital display.
suitably formatted			
products to suit different			
purposes and audiences.’			

HHH
The team ...
1. has a message or
story relevant to their
audience.
2. organises
information with a
beginning, middle and
end to communicate
their message.
3. chooses software
appropriate to their
purpose and
audience.
The team safely and
independently uses
appropriate cameras,
audio equipment,
word processing and
software to produce a
high quality digital
display appropriate
for their message and
audience.
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For more information
Phone 03 5337 1188
Email schoolbookings@sovereignhill.com.au
www.sovereignhill.com.au/education

